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ABSTRACT OF THESIS 
 
 
CONCEPTS FOR DEVELOPMENT OF SHUTTLE CAR AUTONOMOUS DOCKING 
WITH CONTINUOUS MINER USING 3-D DEPTH CAMERA 
 
In recent years, a great deal of work has been conducted in automating mining equipment 
with the goals of increasing worker health and safety and increasing mine productivity. 
Automating vehicles such as load-haul-dumps been successful even in underground 
environments where the use of global positioning systems are unavailable. This thesis 
addresses automating the operation of a shuttle car, specifically focusing on positioning the 
shuttle car under the continuous miner coal-discharge conveyor during cutting and loading 
operations. This task requires recognition of the target and precise control of the tramming 
operation because a specific orientation and distance from the coal discharge conveyor is 
needed to avoid coal spillage. The proposed approach uses a stereo depth camera mounted 
on a small-scale mockup of a shuttle car. Machine learning algorithms are applied to the 
camera output to identify the continuous miner coal-discharge conveyor and segment the 
scene into various regions such as roof, ribs, and personnel. This information is used to 
plan the shuttle car path to the continuous miner coal-discharge conveyor. These methods 
are currently applied on 1/6th scale continuous miner and shuttle car in an appropriately 
scaled mock mine.   
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Statement of the Problem 
Precise vehicle positioning can be achieved with a variety of sensors and algorithms; 
however, positioning a robot becomes much more complicated in an environment where 
the global positioning system (GPS) is unavailable, such as in underground mines. The 
objective of this project is to determine the feasibility of autonomously docking a shuttle 
car under the coal discharge conveyor of a continuous miner using only sensor data as a 
guide. In coal mining, the continuous miner cuts coal at the face and the shuttle car delivers 
the coal from the miner to the continuous haulage system (conveyor belts) so it can be 
transported out of the mine. For coal to be loaded onto the shuttle car, the shuttle car must 
be positioned approximately parallel to and partially beneath the discharge conveyor of the 
continuous miner. If the shuttle car is not positioned correctly, or is not at a suitable 
distance, coal will spill onto the mine floor and the automated shuttle car will not be loaded. 
This would not only reduce production, but also waste significant time while the area is 
cleaned.  Thus, the precise positioning of the shuttle car is critical.  
The first problem in using complex algorithms is that the robot (the shuttle car in this case) 
must know (1) its location within its environment and (2) its location relative to its goal, to 
be able to move to its destination. The second major problem is determining how the 
continuous miner will be distinguished from people, other machinery, and other obstacles 
in the environment. Different types of sensors and algorithms must be investigated to 
decide the best-suited combination to accomplish the goal of precise autonomous docking 
in coal applications. Additionally, knowledge of the research of others to solve similar 
problems in mining and in other industries may provide insight. 
It was determined that the most efficient and cost-effective approach would be to first 
construct a small-scale mock mine and equipment to develop autonomous navigation 
concepts appropriate for addressing the shuttle car docking problem.  If successful, the 
concepts could then be scaled up to full-size equipment for further development and 
eventual implementation.     
1.2 Scope of Work 
This effort complements the research of Vasilis Androulakis on automating coalmine 
shuttle cars. His research is focused on the problem of having the shuttle car autonomously 
tram between the feeder breaker and the continuous miner change points. Emphasis is on 
ensuring the shuttle car follows the predetermined path, while avoiding obstacles, and can 
consistently negotiate 90° turns by a machine that is roughly one-half the width of the entry 
and one-and-a-half times longer than the width of the entry. Androulakis’s approach is 
designed to work with ultrasonic and 2-D light detection and ranging (LiDAR) sensors. 
His work assumes that some other operation (manual or otherwise) takes control near the 
feeder breaker and continuous miner to navigate the shuttle car to the final destination. This 
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research focuses on the navigation problem from the continuous miner change point to the 
continuous miner coal-discharge conveyor.  
Therefore, it is assumed that the continuous miner discharge conveyor is in sight of the 
shuttle car and the shuttle car only needs to identify and position itself beneath the 
continuous miner discharge conveyor. This involves investigation and selection of sensors 
appropriate for this task, and choice of navigation algorithms best able to do the precision 
navigation needed for this task. Thus, the scope of work focuses on developing concepts 
for autonomously navigating the shuttle car from the continuous miner change point 
(approximately) to the continuous miner coal-discharge conveyor and positioning itself 
under the discharge conveyor.   
1.3 Thesis Structure 
This thesis is separated into six chapters. Chapter 1 deals with the overarching problem this 
thesis attempts to solve. This problem is automating the secondary operation of a shuttle 
car: precisely positioning the shuttle car under the continuous miner during cutting and 
loading operations. 
Chapter 2 presents a review of the relevant literature. The potential miner health and safety 
benefits to relocating the shuttle car operator off the machine are discussed. Also discussed 
are the methods different mine operators have implemented automation and on how other 
industries have attempted to solve the autonomous navigation problem. Chapter 2 also 
delves into the different types of sensors that can be used in this work and their capabilities 
and limitations.  
Chapter 3 gives an overview of the autonomous navigation problem as it pertains to 
autonomously docking the shuttle car, and the approach used to solve this problem. Chapter 
3 also explores the required sensors and small-scale equipment, which were used to 
investigate the proposed solution.  
Chapter 4 discusses the data collection and training process to develop the machine-
learning algorithm selected for identifying the coal discharge conveyor of a continuous 
miner and planning a path to it.  
Chapter 5 continues by giving a comprehensive synopsis on the machine-learning 
algorithm used to recognize the continuous miner and coal-discharge conveyor and 
distinguish them from other portions of the image. Chapter 5 also presents is how the 
outputs of the machine-learning algorithm are used to build a map of the environment, plan 
a path for the shuttle car, and follow the path.  
Chapter 6 concludes this thesis by giving a summary of the work completed and the 
approach used to solve the autonomous shuttle-car docking problem. The limitations of the 
approach are also discussed along with recommendations for future work in this area.   
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CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW 
2.1 Background 
In the last two decades, the development and utilization of autonomous vehicles have been 
integrated into many industrial, scientific, and consumer applications.  Such applications 
include intelligent transportation, agriculture, planetary exploration, mining, and disaster 
investigation and rescue.  The reasons for employing autonomous vehicles include health 
and safety issues, productivity/cost savings, or convenience.   
For most industrial applications, automation is employed primarily for repetitive tasks. 
Such tasks can be executed faster and more precisely, with no fatigue, by a machine.  Thus, 
the operator becomes a supervisor of the autonomous machine. Automation also allows 
operators to be removed from environments and tasks that put their health and safety at 
risk.  Automation can also eliminate concerns associated with operator fatigue, which is 
detrimental to the safety of both the operator and other workers in the area.   
In the mining industry, the primary driver towards automation is improved miner health 
and safety.  Although great strides have been made in mining health and safety in recent 
decades, the underground coalmine environment still presents numerous health and safety 
hazards.  In particular, coalmine working sections are particularly hazardous within the 
mine. This is due in large part to mobile equipment being operated in confined, low light 
conditions around workers. Unfortunately, this has led to many miners being injured or 
killed in equipment collisions with other machinery or coal pillars. In 2017 and 2018, there 
were 14 fatalities in US underground coalmines. The Mine Safety and Health 
Administration (MSHA) classified the cause of the fatal incident as Powered Haulage in 
nine (64%) of these 14 cases.  A recent fatality occurred, on January 14, 2019, when a 
surveyor in a Kentucky coalmine was struck and killed by a shuttle car tramming to a 
feeder.  The Final Report on this fatality stated that the “operator’s field of vision was 
greatly reduced due to the size/height of the shuttle car and the low mining height” [1]. 
Considering these hazards, as well as those associated with respirable dust (e.g., coal and 
silica dust), roof and rib falls, fire, etc., removing miners from hazardous locations to safer 
ones would greatly benefit miners.  
From 2002 to 2008, Burgess-Limerick conducted two studies analyzing the types of 
injuries caused by underground coal equipment in Australia. Over the six-year period of 
the studies, there were 292 injuries associated with shuttle cars. That is approximately one 
injury every week [2]. The shuttle car injuries were grouped into types, with the major 
types being access/egress, handling, driving, and maintenance. Access/egress injuries are 
injuries that occurred while the operator was getting into or out of the shuttle car. Handling 
injuries are injuries that occurred while the operator handled the equipment or supplies for 
the shuttle car. An example of a handling injury is an operator who strained their back 
while handling the shuttle car cable. Driving injuries occurred while the operator was 
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tramming the shuttle car, and maintenance injuries occurred while the operator, a 
mechanic, or electrician attempted to repair the shuttle car.     
The findings of these studies showed that most (49%) of the injuries involving the shuttle 
car were to the operator while tramming the shuttle car. A small percentage (8%) of the 
injuries occurred while the operator was getting into or out of the shuttle car 
(access/egress). Both categories of injuries could be avoided if the operator were no longer 
operating the equipment from onboard the shuttle car. Figure 2.1 shows the compiled 
shuttle-car injury data from the two studies.   
 
Figure 2.1.  Causes of Shuttle Car Injuries in NSW Coal Mines from 2002-2008 [2], [3] 
In 2009, Kecojevic [4] published an article in the Journal of Coal Science and Engineering 
that showed shuttle cars caused the most mobile equipment fatalities in the United States 
from 1995-2007. Although these studies are relatively old, and proximity detection devices 
have since become available for shuttle cars, they do demonstrate the hazards associated 
with shuttle cars caused by poor visibility and confined conditions.   
Additionally, as recently as two years ago, MSHA was still investigating ways to reduce 
injuries and fatalities due to shuttle cars colliding with coal miners. In a presentation on 
collision avoidance systems given in 2018 from MSHA, technical support officer Matt 
Wharry [5] suggested coal mining still had the most preventable haulage fatalities of any 
type of mining due to minimal use of collision avoidance systems. MSHA believes that 
injuries and fatalities are occurring because miners are still manually operating heavy 
equipment, like shuttle cars, in low-visibility conditions near other miners. There is a need 
to continue to improve and develop technologies to automate heavy equipment to ensure 
miners can return home each day safely to their loved ones.  
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The automation of any heavy equipment is a challenging endeavor; however, the 
automation of underground heavy equipment is an especially difficult task as many of the 
typical control methods are impossible due to an inability to use technologies such as 
Global Positioning Systems (GPS). These difficulties are compounded by the ever-
changing environment in which the equipment operates.  It is not uncommon for the 
operating faces to advance hundreds of feet during a single shift as coal is mined. The 
extremely dynamic mining process poses a considerable challenge because equipment 
must travel greater distances throughout a shift into areas that were inaccessible minutes 
before.   
To develop the technology necessary to automate a shuttle car that is both safe and 
productive is a considerable undertaking. For this reason, it is worth asking - why is using 
an existing technology such as proximity detection, not a better solution? A study done by 
Noll, et al in 2017, shows that about 75% of the fatalities caused by mobile equipment in 
underground coalmines from 2000-2015 could have been prevented by using a proximity 
detection system [6]. However, proximity detection comes with a host of its own issues 
due to the dynamic mining environment and abundance of metal underground interfering 
with the electromagnetic fields.  The only way to prevent all mobile equipment fatalities 
and injuries is not to have operators constantly in and around the equipment.  
A major concern that proximity detection cannot alleviate is the whole-body vibration that 
shuttle car operators endure daily. Lynas and Burgess-Limerick found that shuttle car 
operators are often exposed to “periodic very high amplitude whole body vibration” [7]. 
The authors added that shuttle cars frequently exceed the International Organization for 
Standardization’s (ISO) health caution zone, which is known to cause long-term health 
effects. According to the American Conference of Governmental Industrial Hygienists 
(ACGIH) whole-body vibration (WBV) has been known to cause musculoskeletal 
disorders including cumulative trauma disorders and repetitive strain injuries. WBV has 
also been linked to nervous, circulatory, and digestive system conditions. Additionally, 
disorders of the female reproductive organs can develop due to WBV and can lead to 
pregnancy disturbances [8]. 
This effort is in conjunction with Vasilis Androulakis’s work on automating coal mine 
shuttle cars. His research is focused on the problem of having the car autonomously drive 
between the feeder breaker and the continuous miner. His research is interested in how to 
ensure the car follows the predetermined path and can consistently negotiate corners in a 
machine that is roughly three quarters of the size of the entry. Androulakis’s logic is 
currently designed to work with ultrasonic and 2-D LiDAR sensors. His work assumes that 
some other operation (manual or otherwise) takes control at certain “waypoints”. These 
waypoints occur at both ends of the shuttle cars traverse (the miner and the feeder), 
however for this review only the waypoint at the continuous miner is of interest.  
For this review, we are assuming that the continuous miner’s discharge conveyor is in sight 
of the shuttle car and the car only needs to identify and position itself beneath the 
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continuous miner discharge conveyor. Different logic systems and sensors need to be 
investigated to determine which combination of algorithms and sensors are best able to do 
the precision navigation needed for this task. Because of this the purpose of this review is 
to discuss the different sensors and algorithms being used or researched and compare their 
benefits and drawbacks in relation to the problem described above and examine how 
automation is currently being implemented in underground (GPS denied) mines. This 
review will determine what combination of sensor/s and algorithm should be able to best 
accomplish the goal of docking a shuttle car under the discharge conveyor of a continuous 
miner. 
2.2 Autonomous Navigation Efforts in Underground Mining 
2.2.1 Current Uses of Automation 
One of the earliest examples of autonomous navigation in underground mine vehicles is 
from Dragt, et al in 2003, nearly two decades ago [9]. Their research was focused on 
kinematic modelling of load-haul-dumps (LHDs) and determining whether absolute or 
reactive navigation were more appropriate for the underground environment. Their 
research concluded that simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM) logic using 
absolute navigation would be better in the dynamic mining environment because it requires 
less set up and maintenance. This is an important consideration for this research due to the 
rapid rate of face advance in coal mining.   
An example of an automated underground positioning system in the initial stages is an 
initiative among the Queensland University of Technology, Caterpillar, Mining3, and the 
Queensland Government’s Advance Queensland Innovation Partnerships. Their system 
“uses cameras and provides the approximate position (to a few meters) of moving assets 
in the underground mine site, and a precise multi-sensor-based positioning system that is 
accurate enough to enable autonomous vehicle operation” [10].  
Their approach involves semi-supervised SLAM logic to develop a map that is suitable for 
coarse localization in an underground mine. This approach does require an initial surveyed 
mine map, which allows for localization within a global framework. The system operates 
using low-cost monocular cameras, and it is reported to be able to compensate for changes 
in lighting and vehicle speed. The system incorporates ORB-SLAM2, an open-source 
SLAM logic that can be modified for use with monocular, stereo or RGB-D cameras [11].  
Although this technology seems to be very promising for its intended application, it does 
not provide the precise vehicle positioning required for docking the shuttle car. 
Two examples of autonomous equipment in more advanced stages of use are the Syama 
mine in Mali and the Rampura Agucha mine in India. The Syama mine had a large 
expansion in 2015, where Resolute Mining, the operator, decided to transition the operation 
from surface to underground mining. Because of this decision, new equipment was needed, 
and the operators decided to explore automation options. A feasibility study was conducted 
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and the additional cost to use automated equipment was found to be 7% higher than 
traditional equipment; and the estimated cost savings were $100/oz of gold mined. The 
company currently uses automated drill rigs, loaders, haul trucks, and rock breakers. The 
improved drill rigs alone improved productivity, drilling 21% more meters per day [12]. 
Syama mine has been able to capitalize on the monetary and safety benefits of automation.  
The Rampura Agucha mine was not a greenfield type of project, so they have had to retrofit 
traditional equipment to be automated. One interesting benefit to the Rampura Agucha is 
reduced machine damage. Their system utilizes cameras and a laser guidance system, and 
the major pieces of equipment they have made autonomous are LHDs and a drilling rig 
[12]. This type of laser guidance system is good for static repetitive motions, such as 
driving from the muck pile to an ore shoot; however, this system lacks the flexibility to be 
successfully applied to a very dynamic coal mining process. 
Whitehorn, et al. [13] have developed and demonstrated a different method of modeling 
the surroundings of automated underground equipment, using stereo vison. Their model 
was tested on an LHD and was found to create “3-D surface models … in both well-
illuminated and low-light conditions.” Their model could also detect workers four meters 
from the LHD. This modeling method could be useful in creating a detailed model of the 
coal discharge conveyor of the continuous miner, allowing the shuttle car to know the 
location of the discharge conveyor; however, this research lacks a method for precise 
vehicle positioning. 
There are additional examples of programs and robots using a modified SLAM code in 
conjunction with different types of sensors and cameras to navigate around mine sites. 
Some of the papers in that area that are most relevant to this research are “Autonomous 
exploration and mapping of abandoned mines,” by Thrun, et al [14], “RGBD-Inertial 
Trajectory Estimation and Mapping for Ground Robots” [15], “Fusion of radar, LiDAR 
and thermal information for hazard detection in low visibility environments” [16], and “6D 
SLAM with an application in autonomous mine mapping,” by Nuchter, et al [17]. The ways 
these researchers have applied SLAM techniques will be further explored later in this 
thesis. 
2.2.2 Sensor Selection 
LiDAR is a technology commonly used in automation. LiDAR functions by emitting a 
pulse of light that reflects off objects near the sensor and returns to the sensor sometime 
later. The time it takes the pulse to return to the sensor can then be used to determine the 
distance.  These distances can then be pieced together as the senor moves, thereby create a 
map of the surroundings.   
LiDAR has been studied for underground mining applications. For example, the National 
Institute for Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH) conducted a study in 2020 on 2D 
LiDAR [18]. Their methods have been shown to get the pose (Cartesian position and 
heading) accurately to “the order of centimeters” [19], except where there are irregularities 
in the walls and the accuracy drops to decimeters. This accuracy would be sufficient to 
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dock the shuttle car under the continuous miner coal discharge conveyor. However, the 
major challenge of LiDAR is the inability of LiDAR to distinguish among the continuous-
miner coal discharge conveyor, mine personnel, ribs, or other pieces of equipment.   
Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) is a wireless system composed of tags and readers. 
Readers emit radio waves.  When a tag is in range of a reader, the tag will use radio waves 
to communicate its information to the reader.    
RFID has been used for many years and is a cost-effective option for certain applications. 
Ruff, et al., conducted a study in 2001 showing the benefits of RFID systems for collision 
avoidance in mines [19]. Although RFID is a reliable technology with many advantages, 
its application for this project is limited because RFID can only determine when a tag 
associated with the miner (or object) is in range of the shuttle car. However, this technology 
is insufficient to determine the location of the continuous miner with enough precision to 
navigate the shuttle car to the discharge conveyor and dock underneath the discharge 
conveyor.   
Ultra-wideband (UWB) technology is a means of wireless communication, which can also 
be used to detect the location of connected devices. UWB transmits data similar to RFID, 
through radio waves; however, UWB transmits with pulses over a wide range of 
frequencies. UWB has seen a great deal of interest lately. In 2015, Kok et al. published an 
article on indoor positioning using UWB that was able to reach an accuracy in the 
decimeter range [20]. In 2018, Li and Zhan from the Beijing General Research Institute of 
Mining and Metallurgy, were able to reach accuracies of up to 100 millimeters in an 
underground setting using Ultra Wideband [21]. However, this type of sensor has similar 
problems to RFID, in that it can only communicate if connected devices are in range and 
not their exact location.  
The last commonly used applicable sensors are cameras of which there are several different 
types. The main types of cameras are monocular cameras, which can be used to detect 
objects and follow them, and stereo vision cameras that have two or more separate lenses 
that allow the camera to a create a three-dimensional view of the surroundings.  
Monocular cameras have a single lens. These systems typically operate using object 
classification, or semantic visual landmarks. This means that the camera determines what 
type of object is in front of it from its database of objects from which it was trained. This 
database will have similar objects at different distances and comparing images will give an 
estimated distance to the object.   
Diversely, stereo vision cameras operate using the same principle that humans use to 
determine distance. The lenses in stereo vision are set in a known configuration, and when 
a picture is taken, the difference in location of the same object between the photos and the 
configuration geometry is used to compute depth information.  Object classification can be 
applied to stereo vision camera images as well; however, it is not necessary to determine 
distance to an object. 
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The major drawback of the use of cameras underground is that dust and other debris can 
accumulate on the camera lens, causing errors or obscured visibility.  In addition, other 
errors can occur with cameras due to “insufficient camera resolution, lighting changes, 
surfaces with lack of texture, and blurred images” [22]. These conditions are likely to arise 
in this project because the camera would eventually be mounted to a piece of mobile 
equipment in an underground coal mine.  
The significant benefit of cameras is their ability to see recognize objects, which makes 
determining if the detected object is its goal, while still having information on the distance 
and orientation of the target object.   
There are other types of sensors not discussed above such as Texas Instruments’s novel 
type of radar sensor called the millimeter-wave (mmWave) [23]. These sensors are 
especially resistant to debris and weather conditions (fog, dust, smoke, dark). These sensors 
would potentially be great for underground mining conditions. However, despite the 
benefits of these sensors, they are still in their infancy and will need further development 
before they can be feasible. Table 2.1 is from Texas Instruments 2020 Engineer’s Guide to 
Industrial Robot Designs, and it summarizes the major differences between the mmWave, 
LiDAR, ultrasonic sensors, and cameras. This table shows that cameras are the only cost 
and computationally effective sensors for target classification, which will be required to 
distinguish the continuous miner coal discharge conveyor from the mine ribs and other 
equipment. Cameras will have problems in dark, dusty, wet environments, require complex 
calculations to determine object locations, and have a relatively shorter detection range; 
but, with modification to basic SLAM logic, these issues can be mitigated or eliminated.   




2.3 SLAM Iterations and Improvements 
SLAM logic can be evaluated to determine how precise various iterations can be and if the 
underlying logic will function properly in an underground setting. Before continuing this 
discussion, it is worth providing a brief overview of SLAM and its functionality.  
There are two main schools of thought on robotic positioning: (1) absolute positioning, 
where the robot knows its absolute location in a map, and (2) reactive positioning, where 
the robot knows the distance that it has moved from a starting point [24]. GPS and ultra-
wideband are more commonly used in absolute positioning while cameras and LiDAR are 
more prevalent in reactive positioning. Because the continuous miner is so dynamic, the 
discharge conveyor can move and pivot, absolute positioning would not be feasible; the 
shuttle car must be able to detect and recognize the discharge conveyor and be able to 
reactively follow it. 
One interesting way researchers have tried to combine reactive and absolute positioning is 
by using predefined maps of an area for a general location and using reactive sensors to 
navigate inside of the absolute map. One research article on this idea is “Autonomous Car 
Without Using GPS” from Kishore [25]. His system applies this concept to autonomously 
driving in urban canyons where GPS has inadequate accuracy. They have been able to 
achieve very good accuracy using the system. This could potentially work well in other 
automated equipment underground; however, because of the excavative nature of mining, 
the map would constantly be expanding, so there are still hurdles to clear to apply the 
technology to the project.   
One reactive logic system that has shown a lot of promise in the precision navigation arena 
is Dutch SME. This system determines its relative position from cameras used to scan the 
floor, and the article suggests that the system is accurate to “better than a millimeter in 
areas of interest” (Anon, 2017). However, the errors in mapping have primarily come from 
gradual floor changes, which would be very common in underground mining. In its current 
form, there would be many difficulties applying this method to the project. 
Researchers at Texas A&M University and the Korea Advanced Institute of Science and 
Technology have been working on creating “autonomous robotic containment booms'' for 
containing floating pollutants in water (Kim, 2011). The robots they are proposing 
interlock, or dock with each other and then surround and contain the contaminant. To 
achieve this goal, the robots first get close to each other using GPS, but they have found 
GPS does not offer sufficient precision for the docking maneuvers, so when the robots are 
close enough, cameras take over the navigation controls and visual servoing is employed 
to connect the robots. This use of GPS can be negated in our research by the assumption 
that the continuous miner is already in view of the shuttle car. The remaining steps of visual 
servoing to the other robots is still a valid solution to navigating the shuttle car under the 
continuous miner’s discharge conveyor. These concepts to communicate positions between 
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robots and have them physically touch without collisions could be used in our research 
with some slight modification.   
An additional method of using semantic landmarks has seen a lot of development in recent 
years. One notable research paper in this area is “Utilizing semantic visual landmarks for 
precise vehicle navigation” by Varun Murali [26]. Semantic landmarks are classes of 
objects that are defined based on image data. Common semantic landmark classes for 
automated cars include bicycles, parked cars, trees, and specific buildings. This use of 
landmark mapping has been found by Murali to achieve submeter accuracy. This level of 
accuracy is not currently sufficient to successfully dock the shuttle car; however, the 
approach of semantic landmarks could be very useful in coal mine applications because of 
the lack of diverse scenery in the underground landscape (at least near the working face). 
Choudhary [27] elaborated on the benefits of semantic modeling, reporting that there are 
significant benefits in data processing. Traditional 3D point cloud maps are very dense and 
contain repetitive information, but with semantic (or object) modeling, much of the 
repetitive information is reduced.   
Fuentes-Pacheco [22] in “Visual Simultaneous Localization and Mapping: A Survey” talk 
about the currently available open-source SLAMs and the core logic behind them. He 
discusses how monoSLAM uses information from only one camera, which is a convenient 
and cost-effective sensor. The problem with using only one camera is that there is no depth 
information from a single image; instead, monoSLAM makes a three-dimensional map 
from 2D images by tracking objects through a series of images. However, this creates 
problems when the camera imaging is not smooth or the vehicle the camera is mounted on 
is driving on rugged terrain. Some of the solutions proposed to solve these problems 
include probability filtering and structure–from-motion techniques. These approaches 
could be useful in positioning a shuttle car; however, because it is assumed that the shuttle 
car is already close to the continuous miner, the lag time for three-dimensional 
representations of the discharge conveyor would not allow for precise navigation at a 
sufficient pace.   
2.4 Current SLAM Applications in Mining 
It is also worth investigating methods, other mining research, that have applied the above-
mentioned techniques. Whitehorn et al has developed and demonstrated a method of 
modeling the surroundings of automated underground equipment using stereo vision. Their 
model was tested on an LHD and was found to create “3-D surface models … in both well-
illuminated and lowlight conditions.” [13]. Their method could also detect workers four 
meters from the LHD. This modeling method could be useful in creating a detailed model 
of the discharge conveyor of the continuous miner, allowing the shuttle car to accurately 
know the location of the discharge conveyor; however, this research lacks the precise 
vehicle-positioning component for this application. 
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There are many examples of researchers using robots with a modified SLAM algorithm in 
conjunction with different types of sensors and cameras to navigate around mine sites. The 
research in this area that is most relevant to this project is “Autonomous exploration and 
mapping of abandoned mines'' [14], “RGBD-Inertial Trajectory Estimation and Mapping 
for Ground Robots” [15], “Fusion of radar, LiDAR and thermal information for hazard 
detection in low visibility environments'' [16], and “6D SLAM with an application in 
autonomous mine mapping,” [17]. Both papers from Thrun and Nutcher are tackling the 
problem of accurately modeling abandoned mines, so they are working with similar 
conditions as this project, but they still do not have the problem of docking with other 
mobile equipment. The modified SLAM code used in Nuchter’s research is more detailed 
because it deals with creating a three-dimensional map instead of a two-dimensional 
outline of the abandoned works done by Thrun. Shan and Fritsche’s research concerns 
taking data from multiple sensors, including LiDAR, RGBD sensors, radar, and thermal 
imaging, and then preserving and using all the sensor data together to create the most robust 
map of an environment possible. The concepts from these papers are relevant for docking 
the shuttle car with the continuous miner; however, none of it delves into how to precisely 
position a vehicle on (or underneath) a separate moving vehicle. 
2.5 Discussion and Conclusion 
In mining, there is always a desire to increase production while simultaneously increasing 
the safety of miners. Currently, underground coal mining relies heavily on its shuttle car 
operators to meet production requirements. This requires the operators to manually operate 
equipment, putting them near the mining face, which comes with a variety of risks to the 
operator’s health and safety. In addition to this, operators must haul coal from the 
continuous miner to the feeder in low visibility and confined spaces. This puts other miners 
at risk. For these reasons, it would be advantageous to automate the process to remove the 
operator from harm's way and protect other miners from collisions. 
There has been significant research and work done around automation; however, the unique 
challenges of the underground coal mine environment render automation techniques in 
their current form nearly useless. For this reason, it is necessary to develop new 
technologies that are capable of functioning efficiently and effectively in these conditions. 
There is a wide variety of sensors available to collect real-time data necessary to automate 
a shuttle car in an ever-changing mining environment. However, many are unable to give 
the precision necessary due to low light and dusty conditions.  
The need for extreme precision during shuttle car loading has led to the decision of stereo 
vision cameras to be used in this research. Stereo vision cameras will allow for extremely 
accurate depth and position data to be produced. The accuracy of this data is critical, as the 
shuttle car will have to position itself to be loaded and move with the miner as coal is mined 
and the miner repositions. 
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Stereo vision cameras can be successfully used in conjunction with SLAM technologies to 
effectively produce maps which will be necessary as the mine continuously expands. 
Certainly, there are challenges that must still be overcome as research continues; however, 






CHAPTER 3: OVERVIEW AND EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 
3.1 Autonomous Navigation Overview 
Navigation is the ability to determine your location and plan a path to the destination.  
Autonomous navigation is the ability of a vehicle to determine its location and plan a path 
to its destination without a human operator.  The vehicle must then move, without a human 
operator, along that path to its destination, while avoiding obstacles in its path. 
To expand on that point, the vehicle must be able to process information and make 
decisions as a human would. When we walk from one location to another, we use our eyes 
(primarily) to sense the physical world.  Next, we use our brain to perceive, or interpret the 
data that our eyes collected.  Next, we plan a path to our destination, avoiding known 
obstacles in that path plan.  Finally, we use our muscles to act or execute, taking us to our 
destination. An automated vehicle needs to perform the same sequence of steps as a human 
but using sensors and (usually) complex algorithms to sense, perceive, plan, and execute a 





Figure 3.1.  Steps in Autonomous Navigation 
 
Sense 
Sensing is the process of collecting data.  As described in chapter 2, there is a wide variety 
of sensor technology available, including radio frequency identification (RFID), light 
detection and ranging (LiDAR), ultra-wideband (UWB), ultrasonic, and 3-D depth 
cameras.  For this research, it was determined that the sensing would be limited to the use 
of 3-D depth cameras for proof-of-concept.  This decision was made primarily because of 
the need for the system to recognize the target (the continuous miner coal-discharge 
conveyor) to be able to navigate to it.  If shown to be feasible, this approach could be 
enhanced by the addition of ultrasonic or LiDAR sensors to make the approach more 
robust.   
Perceive 
In autonomous systems, correctly interpreting the collected data, the perceive step, is 
critical for successful, and safe, vehicle autonomy. Generally, the perceive step has two 
parts: self-awareness and situational awareness. Self-awareness is localization and 
positioning, i.e., recognizing where the vehicle is relative to its environment. Situational 
awareness consists of detecting other objects in the environment and tracking them. This 
type of awareness often involves sensor fusion, in which information from multiple sensors 

















mentioned, this research is focused on proof of concept for using information from 3-D 
depth cameras for autonomous navigation; therefore, the use of fusing different types of 
sensors for improving performance is not considered.  (It is noted that this research does 
use both, RGB image and depth information, so there is some application of fusion in this 
application.) 
Accomplishing self-awareness in the autonomous shuttle car is easier than achieving 
situational awareness. This is due to the stereovision being used. This means that the inby 
sides of the shuttle car are in the images captured by the depth camera; therefore, the 
position of the shuttle car relative to the ribs and other objects is known and constant.  
Situational awareness is a more challenging problem because of the need to correctly 
distinguish the discharge conveyor from the surroundings and determine its distance from 
the shuttle car. The detection piece is accomplished on the autonomous shuttle car by an 
onboard computer using an algorithm modeled after the human brain, called a neural 
network.  
Before being implemented, the network must be trained to ignore obstacles and correctly 
segment the goal. To train the network, a relatively large number of images of the discharge 
conveyor from different distances and views must be collected and annotated. Image 
annotation includes the following: image classification, image object detection, and image 
segmentation. Information on image annotation and neural network training will be 
discussed in Chapters 4 and 5, respectively.     
Constructing a map of the environment and identifying and locating the discharge conveyor 
in that map are done using the depth information from the stereovision camera. The type 
of map chosen for this application is an occupancy grid, due to the relatively low 
computational requirements. Details on occupancy grids will be provided in Chapter 5.    
Plan 
Once a map of the surroundings has been created and the starting and ending locations are 
known, along with any obstacles, a path between the starting and ending locations must be 
determined. Two approaches can be used to solve the path planning problem: a heuristic 
approach or an optimal approach.  
The heuristic approach uses a set of rules that are followed to achieve autonomy while the 
optimal approach develops a plan by optimizing an objective function. The heuristic 
approach is relatively straightforward because it does not require complete information 
about the environment; however, its use is generally limited to specific, relatively simple, 
applications.  
The optimal approach requires more information about the environment to build a model 
of the environment to determine the optimal solution. Most applications use components 
of both approaches. Several algorithms have been considered for this project, including 
transition-based rapidly exploring random trees (TRRT), rapidly exploring random trees 
sharp (RRT#), and a fully heuristic approach. Because this research focuses on proof of 
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concept, the simplest method is currently being implemented with plans later to refine the 
path-planning algorithm. In addition, because of the time and complexity involved in this 
step, third party software, customized for this application, is being used.  More information 
of these algorithms will be provided in Chapter 5.   
Act/Execute 
The final step in autonomous navigation is to send the appropriate signals to the traction 
and steering motors to advance the shuttle car to the desired destination. This step is the 
least computationally difficult, but it is also the step that introduces the most error into the 
system. Wheels often slip or skid, which causes a difference between the location the 
computer model assumes the shuttle car is and its actual location in the environment.  
However, this type of error can be dealt with by repeating the sense/perceive/plan/execute 
process frequently.  By doing this, error accumulation as the shuttle car travels from 
waypoint to waypoint can be reduced.   
The following chapters will address each of these steps in the navigation process, with 
emphasis on constructing a reduced-scale environment (including the appropriate mining 
equipment), image capture and annotation in support of the perceive step and executing the 
trajectory commands generated by the path planner.  The development and training of the 
object recognition and path planning have been developed by a third party; therefore, less 
emphasis will be placed on those aspects of the research.   
3.2 Mock Mine 
To obtain useful data from the stereo depth camera, a reduced-scale realistic environment 
had to be mimicked.  A 1/6th scale mock mine was selected to replicate a small portion of 
a room and pillar mine having an eight-foot coal seam and twenty-foot-wide crosscuts and 
entries. This height is larger than most coal mine heights; however, this height was 
necessary because of the anticipated need for clearance for the depth camera(s) which could 
not be reduced to 1/6th scale.   
The mine floor was constructed from ½ inch plywood sheets painted flat black, with dado 
joints for attaching the ribs to the mine floor.  Four sheets of eight-foot, ½ inch plywood 
were used to create an intersection.  An intersection was chosen because it provides the 
most options for positioning the continuous miner and shuttle car at different perspectives.  
The mine ribs were made of ¼ inch plywood sheets painted black that were cut into 16-
inch-tall strips to correspond with the eight-foot seam height. The mine roof was also made 
of ¼ inch plywood painted black with dado joints for attaching it to the ribs.  Figure 3.2 
shows the assembled mine floor and Figure 3.3 shows the mine floor and ribs.   
Because the dado joints were shallow and not glued, corner brackets had to be 3D printed 
to provide support for the ribs.  Figure 3.4 shows an individual corner bracket used to 
support the ribs and Figure 3.5 shows several corner brackets in place on one of the four 
corners of the mock mine. 
The final step in construction was the addition of the mine roof.  The roof was constructed 
similarly to the mine floor with dado joints to connect it to the ribs.  However, the mine 
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roof was made of ¼-inch plywood to facilitate assembly and disassembly of the mock 
mine.  Figure 3.6 shows the completed mine.   
 
Figure 3.2.  1/6th Scale Mock Mine Floor 
 
 
Figure 3.3. 1/6th Scale Mock Mine Floor with Ribs 
 
  




Figure 3.6.  Completed 1/6th Scale Mock Mine 
 
3.3 Continuous Miner 
The next step was to design and construct a partially functional continuous miner.  Because 
the important aspects of the project were for the shuttle car to dock with the continuous 
miner coal-discharge conveyor, the continuous miner would need to include the following 
attributes: 
• the same general appearance and proportions as the full-scale continuous miner,  
• the ability to tram with independently controlled crawlers (differential steering) to 
mimic the tramming capability of a production machine, and 
• the ability to raise/lower and pivot the coal discharge conveyor.   
It was determined that the coal discharge conveyor did need to have a functional coal chain 
because the camera would take images of the conveyor and conveyor motion would not be 
visible.  It was also determined that the front (or head) end of the continuous miner was 
not necessary, because this portion of the machine is generally not visible (nor important) 
from the perspective of the shuttle car.   
The next step was determining how the model would be constructed. Due to the complexity 
of the model, it was decided that 3D printing would be utilized to create as much of the 
model as possible. This would make the model relatively lightweight and easy to transport 
while achieving the complex geometry; however, some portions of the model would 
require additional strength and would need to be reinforced with aluminum.    
Geometry and dimensional data were obtained for two continuous miners, Caterpillar’s 
CM445 and Joy Global’s 12CM12 [28] [29]. These dimensions were used to create a range 
of dimensions for a typical continuous miner, which were then scaled for the model. 
Once the dimensions of a representative continuous miner were established, it was 
necessary to construct the frame and traction system to provide the tramming capabilities 
and support for the body of the mock continuous miner.  A search of off-the-shelf remotely 
controller (RC) vehicles identified an RC excavator (1/12th scale Earth Digger 4200XL 
hydraulic excavator, shown in Figure 3.7) that had crawlers at the correct size for the 1/6th 
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scale continuous miner.  The excavator came equipped with a radio-controlled hydraulic 
system, consisting of an oil pump, reservoir, pressure relief valve, two manifolds, four 
hydraulic cylinders, two brushed motors for the crawlers, and a large brushless motor to 
rotate the cab.  
Although the length and height 
of the crawlers had the correct 
dimensions for the mock CM, 
the width of the excavator frame 
was too narrow.  Therefore, an 
aluminum frame was fabricated 
to achieve the correct width.  
Figure 3.8 shows the original 
undercarriage and Figure 3.9 




With the chassis of the CM constructed, the 1/6th scale body was designed, using Autodesk 
Fusion, to be mounted onto the two aluminum frame rails.  Significant design details were 
required to determine the means for raising/lowering and swinging the discharge conveyor, 
housing the electronics and hydraulics, and running hydraulic lines and electrical 
conductors from the source to each actuator.  In addition, the model had to be assembled 
from dozens of individual parts because of limitations on the size of parts that could be 3-
D printed.   
Due to the significant size of the mock continuous miner, the available 3D printer was not 
capable of producing the model in a single print, nor would it be practical to attempt to do 
so if possible. Therefore, the design was broken into numerous sections with consideration 
given to mounting hardware that would be required to maintain a robust and accurate 
design. Figure 3.10 shows an exploded view of the body of the continuous miner.  
  
Figure 3.8.  Original Undercarriage Figure 3.9. Constructed Undercarriage 
Figure 3.7. Remote Controlled Excavator used as 






Figure 3.11 shows the drawing developed for the main body of the mock CM that was 
mounted directly onto the chassis.  This part supported the coal conveyor (including the 
discharge conveyor), gathering head (shown in Figure 3.12), and equipment enclosures.  
Figure 3.13 shows the drawing of the coal discharge conveyor.   
  
  
Figure 3.11.   Main Body Figure 3.12.  Gathering Head 






After printing several parts, some pieces were found to lack sufficient strength to support 
the pieces connected to them, so automotive fiberglass and plastic body fillers were utilized 
to reinforce key areas. This can be seen in Figure 3.14 of the printed main body.  Note that 
this piece includes joints for connecting the equipment enclosures to it, and openings for 
routing electric wires and hydraulic lines.  Figure 3.15 and Figure 3.16 show the 3-D 



























The hydraulic system to raise and lower the discharge conveyor is comprised of a steel-
machined oil pump, two manifolds, two identical cylinders connected in parallel, a pressure 
relief valve, a reservoir, the required heavy-duty nylon hosing (outer diameter 4.5mm, 
inner diameter 2.5mm) and valving. All these components were salvaged from the 1/12th 
scale excavator, and the circuit operates at an oil pressure of 20 bar. Figure 3.17 shows a 
basic schematic of the hydraulic circuit in the model and Figure 3.18 shows the hydraulic 
cylinders mounted in the CM body.  Figure 3.19 shows the hydraulics enclosure, containing 
the hydraulic pump, the main manifold, and reservoir.  Figure 3.20 shows how the lines 





Figure 3.15.  3-D Printed Gathering Head Figure 3.16.  3-D Printed Coal Discharge 
Conveyor 
Figure 3.17. Hydraulic Circuit 
Figure 3.18. Hydraulic Cylinders 





Figure 3.19.  Hydraulic Components 
Mounted in Equipment Enclosure 
Figure 3.20.  Hydraulic Lines Routed 
Through Equipment Enclosure 
 
The hydraulic cylinders available from the 1/12th scale excavator were too long to be used 
to raise and lower the coal conveyor by the manner used on the full-scale machine.  
Therefore, a mechanism was designed to use rods connected to the cylinder and the chain 
conveyor such that the coal conveyor would be elevated by the horizontal extension of the 
hydraulic cylinders.  These were originally drawn in Fusion and 3-D printed; however, 
once assembly began, it was quickly determined that the 3D printed connecting rods were 
not of sufficient strength to support the coal conveyor.  To alleviate this issue, it was 
decided that aluminum castings of the connecting rods would be created. Molds of the 
printed rods were created using plaster of Paris. Aluminum bars were then melted, and the 
liquid aluminum was poured into the molds. After cooling, the new castings were removed, 
and the excess aluminum was ground off.  Figure 3.21 through Figure 3.24 show the 
connecting rods in various stages of the process: the aluminum bars melting in a crucible 
(Figure 3.21), the liquid aluminum after being poured into the mold (Figure 3.22), one of 
the finished rods (Figure 3.23), and the rods installed in the model and holding the conveyor 
aloft (Figure 3.24).  
To enable the discharge conveyor to pivot, a Savox SB2290SG high-torque servomotor 
was installed at the pivot point between the coal conveyor and coal discharge conveyor.  
The horn for the servo was then fastened to the underside of the discharge conveyor, and 
roller transfer bearings were added to decrease the sliding friction of the discharge 
conveyor. Figure 3.25 shows the servomotor mounted at the pivot point of the coal 
conveyor and discharge conveyor and Figure 3.26 shows the horn secured to the discharge 





Figure 3.21.  Aluminum Melting in 
Crucible 
Figure 3.22.  Connecting Rod Cooling in 
Mold 
  








Figure 3.25.  Savox Servomotor Mounted 
in Chain Conveyor 
 
Figure 3.26.  Servo Horn Mounted to 
Discharge Conveyor 
 
The scale-model power supply is a 5000 mAh 11.1V lithium polymer battery with an XT60 
Plug. A custom eight-channel 2.4 GHz radio transmitter and corresponding remote-control 
receiver control the hydraulic valves, the traction motors, and the servomotor.  Figure 3.27 
shows the battery and electrical wiring of the model installed in a side compartment.  
  
Figure 3-1 S 
Figure 3.27.  Electrical Equipment Enclosure 
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Figure 3.28 and Figure 3.29 show a sided-by-side comparison of the Autodesk Fusion 3-D 
design and the assembled 1/6th scale continuous miner.  The model inside the mock mine 
can be seen in Figure 3.30.  
  
Figure 3.28.  Autodesk Fusion Design of 
1/6th Scale Continuous Miner  
 
Figure 3.29.  Assembled 1/6th Scale 
Continuous Miner  
 
 




3.4 Shuttle Car 
The shuttle car used in this research was available from a previous project; however, a brief 
description is appropriate.  In addition, the sensors had to be selected and mounted on the 
vehicle. 
The shuttle car is a 1/6th-scale model based on a Joy 10SC-32B, off-standard, end-drive 
shuttle car.  The lab-scale shuttle car chassis is composed of two axles from a four-wheel 
drive (4WD), remote-control (RC) vehicle plus two pieces of 2 in. x 2 in. angle aluminum 
cut to a length that provides the same length-to-width aspect ratio as the full-size machine.  
The axles are motor-on-axle design, such that one motor drives both wheels of each axle.  
The axles are also designed to allow steering.  For this application, the axles were set up 
for opposite-direction steering to 
match that of a coalmine shuttle car.  
Figure 3.31 shows an axle used on 
the lab-scale shuttle car.  Figure 
3.32 shows one of the angle-
aluminum frame rails connected to 
the axles to form the chassis.   
Two, 24-V brushless dc (BLDC) 
gear motors were used as traction 
motors for the shuttle car.  These 
motors, model LPRX32-090V24-000-X003 manufactured by Electrocraft, are capable of 
developing a torque of 0.62 Nm at 498 rpm.   
The motors are controlled using a dual channel Roboteq SBL 2360T brushless dc motor 
controller.  Figure 3.33 shows one of the two traction motors, and Figure 3.34 shows the 
Roboteq BLDC motor controller.   
 
Figure 3.31.  Axle used on Lab-Scale Shuttle Car 
 





Figure 3.33.  Lab-Scale Shuttle Car Traction 
Motor. 
Figure 3.34.  Lab-Scale Shuttle Car 
Traction Motor Controller. 
 
Power for steering is through four servomotors, using two servomotors mounted above 
each axle.  The steering action is accomplished by connecting a servomotor horn between 
the servomotor spline and prototype shuttle car steering linkage.  The motors used are 
Savox SC-1256TG servomotors capable of developing a torque of 1.96 Nm, which 
provides a steering torque of nearly four Nm per axle.  Figure 3.35 shows the servomotors, 
horns, and steering linkage for the lab-scale shuttle car.  Figure 3.36 shows the completed 
chassis of the lab-scale shuttle car.   
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Three-dimensional drawings of the shuttle car body were made based on drawing files of 
the Joy 10SC-32B shuttle car provided by Komatsu.  Subsequently, these body parts were 
3-D printed.  Because of limitations in the size of printable parts, the body is composed of 
approximately 15 individual parts cemented or bolted together.  Figure 3.37 shows the 
underside of the shuttle car body.  Note that ¾ in. angle aluminum shown in this figure was 
bolted to the body to provide strength and rigidity to the 3-D printed parts.  The shuttle car 
body rests on the orange spacers shown in Figure 3.36 and is bolted to the chassis by four 
½ in. bolts.  Figure 3.38 shows the completed shuttle car.  Table 3.1 provides a comparison 
of the full-scale shuttle car with the lab-scale prototype.  Note that all dimensions, except 
for the tires, are very close to 1/6th scale.  Tires at a scale factor of 0.27 were the closest to 
0.16 that could be found for the selected axles.   
 
Figure 3.37.  3-D Printed Body of 1/6th Scale Shuttle Car 
 
 
Figure 3.35.  Image of Prototype Shuttle 
Car Steering Servomotors and Steering 
Linkage 









Figure 3.38.  Complete 1/6th Scale Shuttle Car 
 
Table 3.1. Size Comparison of Full-Scale Shuttle Car with Lab-Scale Prototype 
Parameter Joy 10SC-32B Prototype Scale Factor 
Length 9080 mm 1448 mm* 0.16 
Width 3404 mm 500 mm* 0.15 
Wheelbase 2900 mm 480 mm 0.17 
Tire diameter 740 mm 200 mm 0.27 
 
3.5 Sensors 
There is a wide variety of depth cameras available for this application.  In addition, because 
of advancements in the technology, the selection of the best camera (if that were possible 
to define) is not the goal.  Rather, the goal is to select a camera that meets the needs of the 
project.   
Ideally, the selected camera would have a wide field of view, a range of approximately 
0.20 m to 10.0 m, a frame rate of at least 10 fps, and a resolution of 720 horizontal lines.   
In addition, an inertial measurement unit (IMU) would provide the ability of dead 
reckoning (for future applications) and provide the orientation of the shuttle car with 
respect to the horizontal.  Finally, the camera should have a small SWaP-C (size, weight, 
power, and cost).   
It was determined that the camera selected should be one from the Intel RealSense family 
of cameras.  The Intel RealSense cameras were developed primarily for sensing depth for 
robots and drones, which matches our application.  These cameras also work well in low 





Table 3.2 provides a comparison of the specifications and cost at the time the camera was 
selected [30].  A preliminary evaluation of these cameras revealed that they all have an 
adequate frame rate, ranging from 60 fps to 90 fps.  All cameras, except the SR305 have a 
depth resolution of 1280x720, adequate for this application.  (The RGB resolution is 
1920x1080.)  The D435i and D455 depth cameras have an inertial measurement unit (IMU) 
which would provide the system with a dead reckoning capability and ability to report data 
about the shuttle car current speed, turn rate, heading, inclination, and acceleration, which 
would be useful in providing feedback information regarding the actual trajectory 
compared with the planned trajectory.  All cameras, except the SR305, are rated for outdoor 
use, an important factor when considering the underground coal mine environment.  
However, for the laboratory-scale testing, this is not an issue.   
The most significant consideration for this project is the camera range.  The D435/435i 
camera has a minimum range of 105 mm and a maximum range of approximately 10 m, 
which makes it the best choice for the laboratory-scale testing.  The minimum range of the 
D415 (at 160 mm) and the SR305 (at 200 mm) are considered marginal.  The D455, with 
a minimum range of 400 mm, is inadequate for laboratory testing.  (However, for future 
full-scale testing, the D455, with a maximum range of up to 20 m, could possibly be 
utilized.)  Based on the preliminary evaluation, the D435i is considered the best choice for 
laboratory testing.  In addition to the above-mentioned specifications and those in Table 
3.2, the D435i has a horizontal and vertical depth field of view of 87° and 58°, respectively, 
which should prevent blind spots in the path of the shuttle car.  The RGB field of view 
(horizontal and vertical) is 69°and 42° [30].   
Although a detailed description of camera operation is beyond the scope of work, a brief 
description of camera operation is given here.   
Stereo vision consists of left and right cameras and an infrared (IR) projector.  The left and 
right cameras each capture an image of the scene and send the images to the camera depth 
imaging processor, which calculates the depth for each pixel by correlating points in the 
left image to the right image, and by determining the shift between a point on the left image 
and the right image.  These pixel depth values are used to generate a depth frame and a 
depth video stream.  The IR projector is used to project an IR pattern to depth accuracy, 




Table 3.2.  Comparison of Intel RealSense Depth Cameras [30] 
SR305 D415 D435/435i D455 
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CHAPTER 4: DATA COLLECTION 
4.1 Overview 
The predominant type of data that will be collected and used to further this research are 
three-dimensional depth images. The stereo-vision camera was decided to be the best 
sensor for detecting the continuous miner coal discharge conveyor, because distance 
information can be garnered from these types of images and optical sensors are the only 
sensor type that can precisely identify the discharge conveyor from the rest of the 
surroundings.  
A neural network was used to detect and segment the discharge conveyor. To use this type 
of machine learning, a myriad of images of the models in the simulated mine environment 
had to be collected and then annotated, or labeled, to teach the system what pieces of the 
images made up the continuous miner and which pieces were waste. Image annotation 
includes the following: image classification, image object detection, and image 
segmentation. Additionally, there are seven techniques that can be employed to annotate 
images: bounding box, polygon, masking, landmarking, polylines, tracking, and 
transcription. Further description on the types and techniques of image annotation are given 
in section four point three. A combination of polygons and bounding boxes were used to 
segment the continuous miner tail from the collected images.   
4.2 Obtaining Images 
The first step to obtaining images is to mount the camera to the shuttle car model. This 
seemingly easy task presents the problem of determining the best location for mounting 
the camera. Generally, mounting the camera at the inby-end of the shuttle car has the 
advantage of providing the best field of view, i.e., relatively free from obstructions and 
earliest detection of the CM coal discharge conveyor.  However, it does expose the camera 
to more dust, moisture, and risk of damage compared with other locations.  In addition, 
when the shuttle car is positioned with the load-end under the CM discharge conveyor, the 
discharge conveyor would be out of the camera field of view.  A practical alternative would 
be to have the camera mounted near the midpoint of the shuttle car body, on the operator’s 
side.  Although this location would have the camera field of view partially obscured by the 
shuttle car body, it should still provide an adequate field of view for the application.  In 
addition, the camera would be more protected from damage and dust compared with the 
inby-end location and be able to keep the discharge conveyor in its field of view when the 
shuttle car is positioned under it.  Figure 4.1 shows the mounting options for a standard, 
center-drive shuttle car.  Note that the camera could be mounted under the existing 
operator’s canopy for the midpoint mounting option.  For the inby-end mounting option, 
the camera would need to be mounted near one of the headlights, or similar partially 













Because of its advantages, the midpoint mounting option was selected.   Figure 4.2 shows 
the camera mounted on the 1/6th-scale shuttle car.  Note that this shuttle car is an off-
standard, end-drive shuttle car; therefore, the camera mounting location is on the opposite 
side compared with that shown in Figure 4.1.  In addition, the camera is at a seemingly 
unprotected location because the canopy is at the discharge-end of the shuttle car.  Figure 
4.3 shows the camera field of view with it mounted at the midpoint location.   
 
Figure 4.2. Intel RealSense D-435i Camera Installed on 1/6th Scale Shuttle Car 
Potential Mounting Locations 




Figure 4.3. Camera Field of View with Camera Mounted at the Midpoint of the Shuttle 
Car Body 
The algorithm being developed for automating the docking operation of a shuttle car is a 
deep-learning vision-based system, which uses landmarks to detect the discharge conveyor 
of the continuous miner and then plot and execute a trajectory to the conveyor. Because 
this is a learning algorithm, it needs to be trained using numerous images of the discharge 
conveyor at different distances and orientations. To obtain these images, the shuttle car and 
continuous miner models were setup in the mock mine in scenarios representative of those 
for a shuttle car approaching the continuous miner. Figure 4.4 shows a sample image for 
the shuttle car approaching a continuous miner turning a crosscut to the left.  During data 
collection, over two hundred images were captured from varying distances of the shuttle 
car to the continuous miner and of the discharge end of the continuous miner protruding 
into the intersection and various orientations of the coal discharge conveyor. Figure 4.5 
shows the RGB image and depth maps of Figure 4.4 captured from the Intel RealSense D-
435i depth camera.  
 




Figure 4.5. RGB Image and Associated Depth Map (Color and Greyscale) 
4.3 Image Annotations 
Image annotation is critical to training a computer vision system. This defines for the 
computer, the boundaries of an object and helps to distinguish one object from another. 
Each object is labeled and given a class; in the example of self-driving car vision systems 
a Ford Ranger could be an object’s specific label, but that would fall under the general 
class of pickup trucks.  
There are several ways an image can be annotated.  The simplest is image classification, 
which takes the entire image and assigns it a label. For example, in this type of annotation 
Figure 4.6 would be labeled cat. This type of annotation would not be sufficient for this 




Figure 4.6. Dave the Cat 
Before higher-level annotation types are discussed, background on the different techniques 
of annotation is necessary. There are seven predominant annotation techniques: bounding 
box, polygon, masking, landmarking, polylines, tracking, and transcription. Figure 4.7 
shows bounding box, polygon, masking, polylines, and landmarking. Bounding boxes 
enclose the entirety of an object in a rectangular box; the yellow box around the taxi in 
Figure 4.7 is an example of a bounding box. Polygons are similar to bounding boxes in that 
they enclose an entire object, but their shape more closely follows the boundary of the 
object. This technique is used to annotate the crosswalk signs in a blue polygon in Figure 
4.7. Masking is used to exclude certain portions of an image to focus computational 
resources at other areas of the image. A green mask was used over a trash can in Figure 
4.7. Polylines are a simpler way of denoting lines in an image; this type of annotation is 
commonly associated with lane detection in autonomous driving. Examples of polyline 
annotation in Figure 4.7 are the red lines which define the crosswalk. Landmarking is 
picking out certain points that can be used to define a feature and is commonly used in 
facial recognition. This can be beneficial in cases where an outline of the object would not 
add pertinent information or would be overly computationally expensive. The purple 




Figure 4.7. Annotation Techniques 
The last annotation techniques, tracking and transcription, are used in specific types of 
image sets. Tracking is used in video data to plot an images movement through video 
frames. One frame of the video is annotated using a bounding box, polygon, or other 
previously discussed technique, then a fixed number of frames is skipped, and the new 
frame is annotated in the same way. This allows the movement of the object to be 
interpreted from the change in location in one time step. Transcription is used in image 
sets, where the relevant information is text; this technique “reads” the text from the image. 
If Figure 4.7 were to be transcribed, the label may read ONE WAY, the text from the street 
sign near the center of the photograph.       
The level of image annotation beyond image classification is object detection or object 
recognition. In this type of annotation, objects are classified inside the image, meaning that 
one image can contain a myriad of classes and labels. However, in this type of annotation, 
object boundaries often overlap meaning that the same pixels can be associated with several 
different tags [32].   
The next type of annotation is image segmentation where the image is divided into 
segments that define objects within the image. In this type of annotation, a pixel can only 
have one associated class. There are three types of image segmentation based on the degree 
of detail required: semantic segmentation, instance segmentation, and panoptic 
segmentation.  
Semantic segmentation divides objects based on their class but does not separate each 
object in a group of the same class. Figure 4.8 shows a skyline with the buildings 
semantically segmented; some individual buildings are segmented however the bulk of the 




Figure 4.8. Semantic Segmentation 
Instance segmentation defines the boundaries between each instance of the object, which 
gives more detail about the number, size, and shape of each object. Figure 4.9 shows the 
three leftmost buildings in Figure 4.8 segmented using instance segmentation; the 
boundary of each building is now known. 
Panoptic segmentation is the combination of both instance segmentation and semantic 
segmentation. Some objects are separated each time they appear while others, typically less 
important object classes, are grouped. Figure 4.10 shows Figure 4.9 segmented 
panoptically where the buildings are still segmented individually but the brush lining at the 
coast is grouped together.      
  
Figure 4.9. Instance Segmentation Figure 4.10. Panoptic Segmentation 
Comparing segmentation techniques with object detection will help decide which type of 
image annotation is most appropriate for this project. Figure 4.11 shows object detection 
and recognition in an image annotated using bounding box. Typical image classification 
overlap can be seen in the image, where both the lamp and the cat boundaries overlap with 
the couch2 boundary. Figure 4.12 shows instance image segmentation on the same image 
as 4.12 but annotated using polygons. The exact edges of the objects in Figure 4.8 are now 
known, which allows more precise modeling of the environment. For instance, in Figure 
4.11, the space between couch1 and couch2 is very narrow compared with the same space 
in Figure 4.12. This decrease in unoccupied area could be the difference between a vehicle 
being able to maneuver to the goal and finding no viable route to the goal. Thus, knowing 
the precise location of obstacles and the goal are necessary in the navigation process; 




It was further decided that panoptic segmentation would be the best type of segmentation 
for this project. This is because the exact size and shape of the coal discharge conveyor is 
needed to orient properly the shuttle car during docking, meaning that the object needs to 
be instance segmented.  Other classes, such as ribs, also need to be known to avoid them. 
However, these secondary classes do not require the same precision; therefore, to save 
computational time, it was decided to semantically segment these objects.     
   
After the annotation strategy was selected, the collected images could be annotated 
accordingly. LabelMe was selected to annotate the coal-discharge-conveyor images. 
LabelMe is a free, open-source image annotation tool that was developed by the 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology’s Computer Science and Artificial Intelligence 
Laboratory. An example of an annotated image is shown in Figure 4.13, the same image 
as Figures 4.4 and 4.5, hand annotated using polygonal instance segmentation with the red 
polygon enclosing the coal discharge conveyor and the green polygon enclosing the body 






Figure 4.11. Image Annotated with Object 
Detection and Recognition 





Figure 4.13. Figure 4.4 with Annotations 
4.4 Software Segmentation   
The annotated images were next used by a third-party specialized software (discussed in 
Chapter 5) to train a deep neural network which enabled the computer to recognize the 
continuous miner and its coal discharge conveyor from RGB and depth information. Figure 
4.14 shows the results of instance segmentation on the continuous miner; the left column 
is the RGB images, the middle column shows the depth images, and the right column is the 
generated segmentation maps.  
 
Figure 4.14. Image Segmentation Results (Courtesy of SRI International) 
 
To compare the hand-annotated images with the computer-generated segmentation maps, 
images that had been hand annotated were processed by the neural network to produce the 
segmentation map. Subsequently, the differences between the two annotations could be 
compared. Three such comparisons are shown in Figure 4.15. The top row shows the 
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labelled annotations for the CM body and coal discharge conveyor; the middle row is the 
RGB image with the detection result outlined in the yellow rectangle; and the bottom row 
shows the detection mask overlaid with the ground-truth coal-discharge conveyor mask.  
The pixels in the bottom row are colored based on how they match up with the hand 
annotation.  White are correctly detected pixels, cyan are false pixels (pixels included by 
the computer which are not present in the hand annotation), and red are missed pixels 
(pixels which appear in the hand annotation but not in the computer segmentation map). 
The error was found to increase as the distance between the shuttle car and coal discharge 
conveyor increased.  However, this problem can be resolved as the segmentation map is 








CHAPTER 5: ANALYSIS  
5.1 Interpreting Sensor Data 
As previously discussed, navigation is the (seemingly simple) process of sensing where 
you are in the local environment and determining a path to a desired location, which to 
accomplish autonomously has four main steps: sensing, perceiving, planning, and 
acting/executing.  
Sensing determines what is around the vehicle, what obstacles are in the environment, and 
how much open space is available to navigate. As mentioned, the selected sensor for this 
research is an Intel RealSense D435i, 3D depth camera, which has the capability to capture 
RGB images as well as depth information of the objects in the camera field of view.  
In this application, perceiving is processing the RGB and depth data and converting it to 
useful information. For this research, the perceiving step can be broken down into 
identifying the objects and determining the environment.  
5.1.1 Object Identification using Deep Neural Networks 
Analyzing sensor data can be accomplished countless ways.  Notwithstanding, only the 
relevant strategies for analyzing depth camera data, a deep neural network, will be 
discussed.  
Deep neural networks are a type of artificial intelligence that mimics the human brain to 
learn how to accomplish new tasks without explicit programming. This means that deep 
neural networks are not composed of a list of conditional statements that give the robot 
instructions on how to operate for different sensor values. Instead, deep neural networks 
are composed of an organized set of neurons. These neurons are structured in layers that 
receive information from the previous layer, process that information based on the neuron’s 
activation function, and then send the newly processed information onto the next layer of 
neutrons until the output layer is reached [33].  Figure 5.1 shows a very simple two-layer, 
three-neuron network. 
 
Figure 5.1. Example of a Deep Neural Network 
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As previously mentioned, these systems require training from a large number of images 
from different locations, distances, and angles, to correctly identify a pattern and be able 
to identify it in new situations. To continue the human brain analogy, training a deep neural 
network is similar to teaching a toddler the difference between various shapes and colors. 
There are problems in deep neural networks that have an exorbitant number of layers, with 
one of the largest problems being the vanishing gradient problem. The vanishing gradient 
problem is seen only in excessively deep networks; and it causes a network to be difficult 
to train. One solution to this problem is the use of a residual deep neural network that uses 
the basic deep neural network framework but adds an additional shortcut or skip 
connection. That way, if a layer does not add any additional learning, the layer can be 
skipped.  
For this project, the third-party software that was employed used a residual deep neural 
network to identify and segment the CM coal discharge conveyor from RGB images and 
depth information. The developed framework fuses RGB and depth information to produce 
state-of-the-art segmentation masks. Figure 5.2 shows the architecture used by the software 
designed to detect and segment the discharge conveyor.   
 
Figure 5.2. Developed Neural Network Architecture (Courtesy of SRI International) 
The following figures show collected RGB images and their respective depth information 
along with the resulting segmentations from the neural network described above. Figure 
5.3 shows RGB image in the top row and corresponding depth maps in the second row. 
Figure 5.4 shows the output of the developed neural network where the continuous miner 




Figure 5.3.  RGB Images and Depth Maps Captured with Stereo-Vision Camera 
(Courtesy of SRI International) 
 
Figure 5.4. Segmented RGB Image (Courtesy of SRI International) 
5.1.2 Situational and Self Awareness using Occupancy Grids 
Determining the environment can be accomplished though creating a local map of the 
surroundings where no a priori environmental data is known, or by determining the vehicle 
location in a known global map. Mining is a dynamic process, where excavators constantly 
open new, previously inaccessible areas.  No global environment map is known; therefore, 
the focus for this research will be on creating a map of the surroundings.  
The previously discussed algorithm, SLAM, is commonly used in this stage to create a 
local environment map. SLAM, while very useful, is computationally expensive compared 
with other methods. The SLAM algorithm works well when driving longer circular routes 
so multiple loop closures can occur; however, this work focuses on a smaller straighter 
route, thus SLAM would be unnecessarily powerful and ill-suited for the distance the 
shuttle car will be traveling. Recall that the continuous miner is in sight of the camera 
mounted on the shuttle car; therefore, the maximum distance is approximately 50 meters 
and in a reasonably straight line, so the drive time will not be great. Because the drive time 
is short, any mapping algorithm must process quickly; therefore, it makes sense to utilize 
a less complex method of map building that can update the map frequently.   
Another common type of mapping is to construct an occupancy grid. These maps are a grid 
of the environment, in which each cell is defined as either occupied or free.  There are two 
different types of occupancy grids: binary and probabilistic. 
Binary occupancy grids are the simpler of the two types. They only define a cell as certainly 
occupied or certainly free. The way the grid stores this information is by assigning each 
cell as either a one or a zero, meaning occupied or free.  (There is no standard convention 
to say zero is always free or occupied; therefore, this choice is up to the developer.) 
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Visually, the cells are colored black and white to represent free and occupied; again, there 
is no standard for coloring.  
A probabilistic occupancy grid works in much the same way as the binary occupancy grid; 
however, instead of using only zero and one to represent free and occupied, cells can now 
be assigned any value between zero and one, with their assigned value being the likelihood 
of that cell being occupied. Visually, this adds different shades of gray to the map to 
correspond with the different levels of certainty. Probabilistic occupancy grids are 
especially useful when multiple, noisy sensor readings have been fused.   
Occupancy grids provide a simple method to map the surrounding and translates well to 
optimization approaches to the path planning stage. Figure 5.5 shows a living room scene, 
Figure 5.6 shows an example of a binary occupancy grid for the scene, and Figure 5.7 
shows the probabilistic occupancy grid for the same scene. In these occupancy grids, darker 
cells indicate a higher probability that they are occupied.  
A binary occupancy grid may not capture the entirety of an object. This can be seen in 
Figure 5.6, where the top left corner of the ottoman is not classified as occupied, but it is 
still physically there. The probabilistic occupancy grid (Figure 5.7) does a better job of 
showing that there still may be an object in that cell; however, it is more computationally 
difficult to perform.  
The grids seen in Figures 5.6 and 5.7 have very large cells that affect the resolution of the 
grid; the smaller the grid cells become the more accurate the grid becomes, however the 
limit to the accuracy of the grid is based on the precision and the amount of noise present 





Figure 5.5. Living Room 
  
Figure 5.6. Binary Occupancy Grid Figure 5.7.  Probabilistic Occupancy Grid 
Binary occupancy grids were selected for this project because of the relative ease of 
creation.  In addition, as discussed previously, this research is proof-of-concept and only 
one sensor is currently being used; therefore, there is limited sensor noise and little 
information on the truth of the sensor, so developing a probabilistic occupancy grid would 
be difficult to create.   
Figure 5.8 shows the three-dimensional reconstruction of the depth information in the left 
column, a top-down view of the determined wall points in the middle column, and an 
occupancy grid created from the depth information.  The white cells are considered 
occupied, the black cells are considered unoccupied, and the grey cells are unknown 
because they are not in the camera field of view.  The position of the detected discharge 







Figure 5.8.  3-D Representation of Collected Depth Information, Top View of Wall 
Points and Occupancy Grid Created from the 3-D Representation (Courtesy of SRI 
International)  
 
5.2 Path Planning 
Path planning involves determining the series of pose states that will be used to move from 
the current location to a goal location. As discussed previously, the two approaches to 
solving the path-planning problem are optimal and heuristic.  
The heuristic approach uses a simple set of rules to guide the path. Heuristic approaches 
are straightforward because they do not require complete information about the 
environment; however, they are limited to specific, simple, applications. An example of 
this type of approach is a robot that drives to some destination and always drives back to 
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the starting point using the same path. The decision to follow the same path back is 
computationally easy, but that path may not be optimal, or even possible.   
Optimal approaches require more information about the environment to build a model of 
the environment to determine the optimal solution. An example of an optimal approach is 
finding the fastest route using Google maps, which considers every major road between 
the starting and ending locations to determine which will take the least time to drive. This 
approach attempts to find an optimum solution at the expense of computational time and 
environmental data. Most applications use components of both approaches.  
Two approaches were considered as most suitable for this project, TRRT and RRT#. Note 
that the path planning is achieved by a third party (SRI International) customized for this 
specific application.   
5.2.1 Graph Based Numerical Approaches to Path Planning 
The TRRT and RRT# algorithms are different versions of the same algorithm.  RRT is a 
graph-based method of numerically finding a path with the shortest length. The focus is on 
graph-based methods because an occupancy grid of the environment has been created 
previously.   
There are two common methods to solving the path planning problem through an 
environment with a previously determined occupancy grid: search-based methods and 
sampling-based methods. RRT, the basis of TRRT and RRT#, is a sampling-based method. 
A short discussion on search-based methods is provided to determine if they are appropriate 
for this application.  
Search based methods use occupancy grids as a base; the starting and destination cells are 
defined and then these methods radiate out from the start, calculating the distance from 
each cell to the next until every cell has an assigned value. Once all the cells have a value, 
the minimum distance to the goal cell can be found and the path to the destination cell is 
known. Figure 5.9 shows a completed search-based method that assumes straight moves 
are a distance of three units and a diagonal move is a distance of five units. The blue cell 
is the start, the red cell is the goal; the shortest path is shown in purple. Also, cells that are 




Figure 5.9.  Example of a Search-Based Algorithm Result 
 
As seen in the figure, this method computes an optimum path to every navigable cell in the 
occupancy grid. This takes a considerable amount of time to compute, even for small grids, 
such as the one shown in Figure 5.9. The computational time increases exponentially for 
grids with higher cell resolutions.  Because of the extensive computational time, the search-
based methods are not suitable for this project. The time it will take for the shuttle car to 
tram to the continuous miner is short and the environment is dynamic, so the time it takes 
to plan a path and then refresh that plan is considered more important than finding the 
optimum path.   
Sampling-based algorithms produce near optimal results in less time compared with 
search-based algorithms. Instead of calculating a distance value for every cell in the grid, 
only certain cells are chosen to calculate distances.   The chosen nodes are connected such 
as to produce a path to the destination. The most common way these nodes are chosen and 
connected is rapidly exploring random trees, or RRT. RRT is also the base for two suitable 
algorithms; therefore, those algorithms were also considered. 
The basic RRT algorithm randomly selects a node within a maximum distance in the grid, 
then connects that node to the nearest node, which for the first node will be the staring 
location. Then more nodes are randomly selected and connected to their nearest neighbor 
until a node gets to the destination.  If a node is selected inside an object or has a path to 
the nearest node that intersects an obstacle, it is ignored, and a different random node is 
selected. By connecting the nodes to their nearest neighbor, a node selected in the opposite 
direction of the goal does not affect the branch of the tree moving towards the goal, because 
it would be connected to a node further back in the tree. The benefit of having a minimum 
distance that the nodes can be placed apart means that, at the beginning, nodes are selected 
close to the start, which leaves a large open space near the destination. This large open 
space has a greater chance a node will be selected in that space, thus allowing for the tree 
to rapidly explore new areas of the map.  
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Figure 5.10 shows the resulting path from basic RRT on the same occupancy grid as Figure 
5.9, where the red cell is the destination, the blue cell is the start, the purple path is the path 
to the destination, and the coral paths are the used branches.  
 
Figure 5.10.  Example of an RRT Algorithm Result 
 
As seen in figure 5.10, the resulting path zigzags through the map and is not the optimum 
solution.  In fact, it is 19 units over the optimal. However, this model took considerably 
fewer calculations (15 for RRT compared with over 100 for the search-based algorithm) 
and was significantly faster to solve. Additionally, as RRT executes more calculations, it 
will produce a more optimal path by filling the tree and reconnecting the nodes. 
TRRT is a variant of RRT that was also considered for this research. TRRT accepts or 
rejects a state based on the relative ease of the motion, and attempts, not to find an optimal 
path, but to generate a better path more quickly than basic RRT [34].  TRRT is better suited 
to higher dimensional environments. This would be beneficial to automating the shuttle car 
because the orientation of the shuttle car is an important factor in the goal.   
RRT# is the other RRT variant considered for the project. RRT# is RRT that has been 
optimized for dynamic environments. This is applicable for this research because the 
mining environment is highly dynamic, and even in the limited scope of this project, the 
continuous miner coal-discharge conveyor is expected to move while the shuttle car is 
tramming towards it.  
Figure 5.11 shows the results of TRRT and RRT# on an occupancy grid map. This figure 
is used to illustrate the differences between the two methods and is not intended to represent 
the size of the CM and SC in the mine entry. The axes show distances in meters. The left 
most image (a) shows the start location in green and destination in red. The middle image 
(b) shows the results of the TRRT algorithm, which took less than one second. The right 
most image (c) shows the results of RRT#, which produced a shorter, easier path, but took 
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Figure 5.11. Path Planning Results 
 
5.3 Act/Execute  
Once the path has been established, the shuttle car must act/execute to tram to the 
destination.  This section will summarize the method selected for this task.   
Consider that the shuttle car has received a series of angle and distance commands from 
the path planner from its present location to the destination.  Figure 5.12 shows the 
flowchart for following these commands.  Note that this control is approximate, because 
of wheel slippage and limitations in the precise control of the shuttle car.  Therefore, the 
implementation will be to update the path frequently to apply corrections to navigation.   
  











The execution step uses the waypoints generated from the path planning algorithm. The 
distance from the current location to the next waypoint and the angle between straight 
ahead and the next waypoint are used to generate a distance and direction signal to send to 
the shuttle car controller, which will actuate the motors.  
5.3.2 Solving for the Turning Radius 
The distance, L, and angle, θ, (shown in Figure 5.13) are used to define an arc for the 
shuttle car to tram for its current location to the next waypoint.  The geometry of a circle 
is used to determine the radius that includes the starting and goal locations and assumes 
that the center of the circle has the same y coordinate as the starting location. The starting 
location is also assumed the origin.  Figure 5.13 shows an example of the radius that 
satisfies these conditions.  
The first step in the calculations is to determine the x and y coordinates of the goal location. 
For this, straight ahead is assumed to be at an angle of zero and angles left of straight-ahead 
are assumed to be negative. Therefore, θ, in Figure 5.13 would have a negative value. Now 
that the two points on the circle are known, the only unknowns are the horizontal distance 
from the center of the circle to the starting location and the radius of the circle. Because 
the center of the desired circle has the same y coordinate as the start (zero because starting 
location is assumed to be the origin), the horizontal distance from the start to the center is 
the radius of the circle. This relationship allows for simple calculations of the radius using 
the coordinates of the ending location and the equation of a circle. Equation 5.1 shows the 
equation of a circle, Equation 5.2 shows the same equation with the substituted values and 
Equation 5.3 show the simplified equation solved for the radius.  
(𝑥𝑥𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔 − 𝑥𝑥𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐)2 + (𝑦𝑦𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔 − 𝑦𝑦𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐)2 = 𝑟𝑟2 (5.1) 
(𝑥𝑥𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔 − 𝑟𝑟)2 + (𝑦𝑦𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔 − 0)2 = 𝑟𝑟2 (5.2) 











Figure 5.13. Curve Geometry 
 
5.3.3 Determining the Steering Signal  
To understand the steering signal value generated, a review on how the shuttle car model 
is controlled is needed. The steering on the model shuttle car is accomplished through four 
servomotors, two motors mounted above each axle, and connected to the axle through 
appropriate steering linkage.  
These motors are controlled by sending signals, which can range from 0° to 180°, with a 
signal of 88° corresponding to straight ahead. (Ideally, this value would be 90°.)  Because 
of limitations in the steering linkage, the full range of 180° is not possible and the signals 
are limited from 40° to 140°; these values correspond to the sharpest left and right turns 
the shuttle car can make, respectively.  Note that these angles do not correspond to the 
trajectory angle, θ, previously discussed.   
Testing was conducted to determine the turning radius that corresponded to different right 
hand turn steering commands. The results given in Table 5.1. These values were then used 
to develop a trend line that can calculate an appropriate steering command (between 40 
and 88) for a given a turning radius. A third order polynomial was determined to best fit 
the data. Figure 5.14 shows the graph of the turning radius data and the trend line with the 














Figure 5.14. Plotted Turning Radius Data with Trendline 
 
It was necessary to collect data was only collected for left hand turns, so the trend line was 
mirrored so that the steering command value of 140° would result in the same turning 
radius as a steering command of 40°. Figure 5.15 shows the mirrored trendline in purple 
the original trendline in red, and the turning radius that results in a steering command value 
of 40° and 140°.  
If the calculated radius is below 37 in., the turn is too sharp for the shuttle car, so the shuttle 
car is sent a steering command resulting in the tightest turn possible.  
Similarly, if the calculated turning radius is above 100 inches the turn is approaching 
straight ahead, and the shuttle car is sent a steering command of 88 to go straight. These 
inconsistencies will be smoothed out along the way as the shuttle car position and goal 




Figure 5.15. Mirrored Trendline 
 
5.3.4 Calculating the Distance Signal 
The turning radius is also used to calculate the arc length between the current location and 
the next waypoint.   
The shuttle-car tram motors receive distance signals from 0° to 180°. The system functions 
by starting out at a neutral signal in the middle of the range, i.e., 90°.  A value larger than 
90° trams the shuttle car forward (inby) and a smaller value trams the shuttle car backwards 
(outby). As the shuttle car continues to move forward and backward, the controller retains 
the last signal sent and uses that as the starting point for the next signal.  For example, if 
the last distance signal sent was 148° and the next signal is 150° the shuttle car will move 
forward only slightly compared with receiving a signal of 150° from a starting point of 
90°.  Note that these signals for distance correspond to the same scale as those used for 
steering.  This is because the tram motor controller was programmed for RC pulse width 
modulation (PWM) signals identical to those used for steering control.   
Distance signals were measured to determine the number of wheel rotations for a given 
signal.  The relationship was found to be that the shuttle car would move forward 12 cm 
for every additional distance signal.  Therefore, it was relatively straightforward to utilize 
this relationship to calculate the distance signal required to move the calculated arc length.  
However, this distance also corresponds to the resolution of the distance control (the 
controller can receive only integer values).  In addition, the generated signal was always 
truncated; for example, a signal of 95.9° would be interpreted as 95°.  To minimize the 
effects of this limitation, a value of 0.5° was added to each signal before being sent to the 
controller.   
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5.3.5 Outputs    
Once the steering and distance signals have been generated, they are sent to the controller 
on the shuttle car.  The controller converts these signals to the appropriate PWM signal.  
Once the motion has been executed, the distance and angle to the next waypoint will be 
given and the process is repeated until the shuttle car is positioned appropriately under the 
continuous miner coal-discharge conveyor.     
Tables 5.2 and 5.3 summarize how well the action step works with manual commands for 
distance and angle. Different distances and angles were tested by manually inputting the 
trajectories into the programs and comparing the shuttle car actual position with its planned 
position.  
 Table 5.2. Straight Line Trajectory Data 
 
 
Table 5.3. Curved Path Trajectory Data 
 
 
The largest error for the straight-line trajectories is five percent. The leading cause of this 
error is that the distance signals being sent to the motors can only be integer values as 
previously discussed.  The maximum distance this type of error could cause is 
approximately six centimeters.  The maximum distance error observed was six centimeters, 
for the last trial, which closely resembles the maximum error due to rounding the distance 
signal. However, there are probably other sources of error such as wheel slippage.    
The angled trajectories generally have higher percent error values because they are 
composed of distance and angle error components.  In addition, the wheels do not 
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instantaneously turn to the correct angle.  During the time that the wheels are moving to 
the correct steering angle while driving forward, the turn radius is not set and thus some 
error is introduced. This error is relatively small because the shuttle car is accelerating to 
its target speed and the servomotors turn the wheels relatively quickly, however this error 
cannot be completely dismissed as the real-life car may accelerates faster and take longer 
to adjust the wheel angle. However, the larger component of error is the limitation in 
resolution of the steering signals being limited to integer values, similar to the tram motors 
previously discussed.   
Figure 5.16 shows a representative example of the results shown in Table 5.3.  The large 
blue X represents the next waypoint. The shuttle car is positioned so that the center of the 
body is above the previous waypoint.  
 
Figure 5.16. Curved Path Trajectory 
 
Figures 5.17 and 5.18 show one of the results of the testing.  Note that the center of the 









Figure 5.18. Results of Angled Trial Action Step 
 
Figure 5.18 shows that during this trial, the shuttle car turned slightly sharper than 
anticipated.  These errors obviously would accumulate while tramming from waypoint to 
waypoint, making this approach unreliable.   Therefore, the current intent is for the 
autonomous navigation program to frequently update and adjust the waypoint while the 
shuttle car is in motion. This will help to minimize the accumulation of error over time.  In 
addition, it is likely that the continuous miner operator would also be repositioning the 
discharge conveyor as the shuttle car approaches; therefore, frequent updates of the path 
planner are necessary for successful implementation.   
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CHAPTER 6: CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK  
The autonomous navigation problem is a difficult problem to solve, and the specific 
constraints of the coalmine working section, confined working space, low light conditions, 
and lack of GPS make this problem additionally challenging. To be able to accomplish this 
goal, the shuttle car needs to have the ability to determine its location and plan a path to its 
destination, and then safely move along that path to its destination, while avoiding 
obstacles. Figure 6.1 shows a block diagram of the shuttle car autonomous navigation 
solution proposed in this thesis. 
 
 
Figure 6.1. Block Diagram of Autonomous Navigation of the Shuttle Car 
The above figure shows the conceptualized sequence of steps needed by the autonomous 
shuttle car to navigate without human interaction. As described in this thesis, this pipeline 
uses a 3-D depth camera to sense and complex algorithms to perceive, plan, and execute a 
route.  
Sensing is the process of collecting data; this step generates the inputs of color, depth, and 
IMU information (not currently used) defined in the block diagram. There is a wide variety 
of sensor technologies available; however, for this research, sensing was limited to the use 
of 3-D depth cameras for proof-of-concept.  The decision to use depth cameras was made 
primarily because of the need for the system to recognize the target (the continuous miner 
coal-discharge conveyor) to be able to navigate to it.   
The next step, the perceive step, in autonomous navigation is to correctly interpret the 
collected data. This step is critical for successful, and safe, vehicle autonomy. The semantic 
segmentation, continuous miner detection, occupancy map construction, and continuous 
miner pose estimation were determined to be the most appropriate approaches for this 
application.    
Generally, the perceive step has two components: self-awareness and situational 
awareness. Self-awareness is localization and positioning, i.e., recognizing where the 
vehicle is relative to its environment. Situational awareness consists of detecting other 
objects in the environment and tracking them.  
Accomplishing self-awareness in the autonomous shuttle car is easier than achieving 
situational awareness. This is due to the sensor being used. The location of the depth 
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camera (near the midpoint of the shuttle car) allows the inby sides of the shuttle car always 
to be in view of the depth camera; therefore, the position of the shuttle car relative to the 
ribs and other objects is known and constant.  
Situational awareness is a more difficult problem because of the need to correctly 
distinguish the discharge conveyor from the surroundings and determine its distance and 
orientation from the shuttle car.  Detection is accomplished by an onboard computer using 
a deep neural network that is modeled after the human brain.   
Before being implemented, the network must be trained to ignore obstacles and correctly 
segment the goal. Quality training of the object recognition algorithm depends on quality 
input images; the images should not be overly complex and they must have proper 
annotation. These algorithms rely on the data set to pick out unique features that are used 
in the decisions made by the algorithm.  
A 1/6th scale mock mine and equipment have been assembled to create a sufficiently 
accurate representation of the face area of a coalmine for developing these training sets. 
The real-world coalmine working environment is not uniform and would present a host of 
complexities in a training set. Due to the need for the training data set to not be overly 
complex, it was determined that realistic data collected from the full-size equipment would 
not give as useful a data set as can be achieved with a model representation under laboratory 
conditions.   
To train the network, over 200 images of the coal discharge conveyor from different 
distances and orientations were collected and annotated. Image annotation includes the 
following: image classification, image object detection, and image segmentation. Panoptic 
image segmentation was selected as the method to annotate the training data set. This 
method was selected because knowing the precise location of obstacles and the goal is 
necessary in the navigation process; however, not all obstacles needed the detailed 
recognition of instance segmentation, such as the roof, ribs, and floor, which could be 
segmented semantically. 
The self and situational awarenesses were combined to construct a map of the environment.  
Specifically, an occupancy grid was chosen to represent the environment due to the 
relatively low computational requirements. Identifying and locating the discharge 
conveyor in the occupancy grid are done using the semantic segmentation and continuous 
miner detection information.  
Next, a path between the starting and ending locations must be determined. Two numerical 
grid-based path planning algorithms have been considered for this project, including 
transition-based rapidly exploring random trees (TRRT) and rapidly exploring random 
trees sharp (RRT#).  
RRT# attempts to find the optimum path; however, it does this at the expense of 
computation time (two to three seconds for this application).  However, it is practically 
impossible for the shuttle car to follow this path because of limitations in executing control 
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signals.  In addition, it is likely that the continuous miner will move as the shuttle car 
approaches.   
In contrast, TRRT attempts to define a short, low-cost path that may not be optimum.  
However, the execution time (less than one second for this application) is significantly 
shorter compared with RRT#.  It was determined that this approach is more suitable for 
this application because of limitations in shuttle are control and movement of the 
continuous miner.   
The final step in the autonomous navigation process is to determine and send the 
appropriate control signals to the traction and steering motors to advance the shuttle car. 
This step is the least computationally difficult, but it is also the step that introduces the 
most error into the system. Wheels often slip or skid, which causes a difference between 
the shuttle car’s planned location and its actual location in the environment.  However, this 
type of error can be dealt with by repeating the sense/perceive/plan/execute process 
frequently.  By doing this, error accumulation as the shuttle car travels from waypoint to 
waypoint can be reduced.   
Currently, each of the individual pieces of the navigation algorithm are working, using 
image files previously collected.  
6.1 Future Work 
Through the process of completing this work, several areas of future work have been 
identified. These areas include adding additional sensors to the model, enhancing and 
refining the occupancy grid, developing real time image collection and recognition, and 
integrating the individual navigation processes into a single functioning program.  
Ultimately, the goal is to use these results to develop a full-scale autonomous navigation 
system.   
Integration of the individual parts into a single program will permit further evaluation of 
this approach.  As the pieces are integrated into a cohesive pipeline, more work will need 
to be completed to evaluate the path planning algorithms and determine which variant of 
RRT will minimize latency in controlling the shuttle car. Further evaluation of the 
integrated program will be required for debugging the system and making appropriate 
modifications to it. 
If shown to be feasible, this approach could also be enhanced by the addition of ultrasonic 
or LiDAR sensors to make the approach more robust. Fusing the camera data with these 
types of sensors would increase reliability, reduce noise, and allow for estimating 
unmeasured states.  It is noted that the IMU data that is available, but not currently being 
used, could also be included to improve robustness.   
The next major work will focus on transitioning this approach to full-scale implementation. 
This will require altering the shuttle-car control step, because the model controls are not 
comparable to the full-size controls. Additionally, cameras suitable for full-scale image 
collection will need to be mounted on a full-scale shuttle car. Images of full-scale mining 
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equipment, in a realistic environment, will need be collected and used to modify the 
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